Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Fuzzy logics, by which we mean logics where the connectives are interpreted as functions of the unit interval \[0, 1\], come in many variants. Even if we restrict attention to t-norm based logics, where a left continuous t-norm $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lnot A = A \rightarrow \bot $$\end{document}$[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}, we arrive at *Gödel logic*, where every formula evaluates to either 0, 1, or to the value of one of the propositional variables occurring in it. Moreover, Gödel logic is the only t-norm based fuzzy logic, where whether a formula is true (i.e., evaluates to 1) does not depend on the particular values in \[0, 1\] that interpret the propositional variables, but only on the *order*[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} of these values.

In this paper, we look at Gödel logic from a game semantic point of view. After explaining, in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, for the simple case of classical logic restricted to negation, conjunction, and disjunction, how a semantic game may be turned into a calculus for proving validity, we turn to Gödel logic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigtriangleup $$\end{document}$-operator) in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. We introduce a truth degree comparison game, where a player $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F\le G$$\end{document}$, expressing that the truth value of *F* is smaller (or equal) to that of *G* under a given interpretation. The interaction of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {O}$$\end{document}$ stepwise reduces the initial truth comparison claim to an atomic claim that can be immediately checked. In Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we lift the game from truth degree comparison claims for concrete interpretations to the level of validity, i.e., to comparison claims that hold under every interpretation. Following the general clue given in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, the key ingredient is the notion of disjunctive states, triggering disjunctive strategies. It turns out that disjunctive winning strategies for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {P}$$\end{document}$ correspond to proofs in an analytic proof system, called sequents-of-relations calculus, introduced in \[[@CR6]\]. We conclude in Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} by a brief summary of our results, followed by suggestions for future research in this area.

From Classical Semantic Games to Sequent Calculus {#Sec2}
=================================================

Before focusing on Gödel logic, let us illustrate how to turn a semantic game into an analytic proof system in its simplest case: classical propositional logic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Following Hintikka \[[@CR14]\], a semantic game for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{CL}$$\end{document}$ can be described as follows. There are two players, say *You* and *I*, who, at any state of the game, can either be in the role of a proponent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {O}$$\end{document}$ with respect to the claim that a current formula *F* is true in a given interpretation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {P}$$\end{document}$. It proceeds in accordance with the following rules, which refer to the players only via their current roles.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {O}$$\end{document}$ chooses whether to continue with *A* or with *B* as the new current formula.$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lnot A$$\end{document}$ then the roles of the players are switched and the game continues with *A* as the new current formula.$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {P}$$\end{document}$ winning iff *A* is true in the given interpretation.

It is straightforward to show that *I*, the initial $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {P}$$\end{document}$, have a winning strategy in the game for formula *F* and interpretation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{J}$$\end{document}$. The game thus characterizes the fundamental notion of truth in a model (interpretation).

The just described semantic game can be turned into a provability game by lifting its states to *disjunctive states*. By this we mean that any state of the provability game consists of a disjunction of states of the semantic game. At any disjunctive state *I* pick one disjunct where the current formula is non-atomic. If all formulas are atomic, we have reached a final disjunctive state of the provability game. We call such a disjunctive state *winning* (for me, i.e., player *I*) if for every interpretation there is at least one disjunct (state) where *I* win.

For states of the semantic game (and thus disjunctive components of the provability game) and each formula *F* in these states, let us write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {O}$$\end{document}$). The rules of the provability game may then be denoted as follows, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{D}$$\end{document}$ denotes a, possible empty, disjunction of component states.

In these rules, the component state exhibited in the lower disjunctive state is the one picked by me. Notice that a branching into two disjunctive successor states (premises of the rule) only occurs if *You* has to move in the underlying semantic game. In contrast, if *I* am to move, the component state picked by me splits into two states, i.e., into two components (disjuncts) of the given disjunctive state.

Again, it is straightforward to check that *I* have a winning strategy for the provability game starting in state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{CL}$$\end{document}$. Actually, the above rules can be seen as classical sequent (or, equivalently, as tableau) rules in disguise. If one translates the labels '$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {LK}$$\end{document}$, namely permutation, weakening, and contraction, remain sound in the interpretation of sequents as disjunctive game states. Winning strategies in the provability game thus translate into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We suggest that the sketched transformation of a semantic game into a provability game via moving from single states (referring to particular interpretations) into disjunctive states (referring to all possible interpretations) can be seen as a general principle, rather than a trick that works only for (a fragment of) propositional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{\L }$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\] as a starting point on the semantic level, we arrive at disjunctive states that can be interpreted as hypersequents. Indeed, as shown in \[[@CR10]\], one can systemically derive the logical rules of the hypersequent calculus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the following, we will apply the transformation of a semantic game into a provability game, and thus a corresponding analytic proof system, to (a somewhat extended version of) Gödel logic.

Extended Gödel Logic {#Sec3}
====================

Gödel logic occured for the first time in an article by Kurt Gödel \[[@CR13]\] where he proved that intuitionistic logic is not a finite-valued logic. It was axiomatized and further investigated by Michael Dummett \[[@CR9]\]. As a fuzzy logic, it is characterized by the following truth functions for conjunction, disjunction, and implication:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{0,1\} \subseteq V \subseteq [0,1]$$\end{document}$ can be taken here as set of truth values. We are mostly interested in infinite-valued Gödel logic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Truth Degree Comparison Games {#Sec4}
=============================

Below, we will focus on *truth degree comparison claims*, or just *claims*, of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 3 {#FPar7}
-------------
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-----
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Disjunctive Game States as Sequents-of-relations {#Sec5}
================================================

As an immediate consequence of Propositions [2](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} we have:

Theorem 1 {#FPar9}
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For the time being, disjunctive strategies will just be syntactic objects rather than strategies in some game. We will however discuss later on how to interpret disjunctive strategies in a game theoretic sense.
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Fig. 2.Disjunctive rules

Theorem 2 {#FPar14}
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It is decidable in PTIME whether an atomic disjunctive state is winning.
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More compact representations of disjunctive strategies are sometimes possible. For example, consider the following disjunctive rule: It is easy to see that whenever there is a disjunctive ws for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 3 {#FPar19}
---------

Below is a disjunctive ws for the claim in Example [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, which uses the rule *ew*:
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On a purely notational level, the sequents-of-relations calculus differs from the disjunctive ws by the use of the symbol $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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of *external weakening* (see the discussion above) and *external contraction*, and it features the logical rules
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Lemma 2 {#FPar20}
-------
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Proof {#FPar21}
-----
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It follows that the proof of Theorem [2](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"} goes through if we use $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{G} ^\bigtriangleup $$\end{document}$. Note however that the inclusion of redundant rules might lead to shorter proofs. More such rules for the sequents-of-relations calculus are discussed in \[[@CR6]\].

Summary and Conclusion {#Sec6}
======================

We have investigated Gödel logic, one of the fundamental fuzzy logics, from a game semantic perspective. In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we presented a game for reducing truth degree comparison claims $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{G} ^\bigtriangleup $$\end{document}$-formulas, to atomic comparison claims. This amounts to a generalization of Hintikka's well known semantic game for classical logic. As illustrated in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} for the simple case of classical propositional logic, semantic games can be systematically lifted to provability games. The latter operate on the level of validity rather than the level of truth in a model and thus correspond to analytic proof systems. Indeed, Gentzen's sequent system for classical logic can be interpreted from a game perspective in this manner. In Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, we have applied this general scheme to the more involved case of the truth degree comparison game and demonstrated that moving from single states to disjunctions of states yields a characterization of validity in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{G} ^\bigtriangleup $$\end{document}$ in terms of 'disjunctive winning strategies'. Moreover, disjunctions of states can be viewed as sequents-of-relations in the sense of \[[@CR3], [@CR6]\]. Hence, disjunctive winning strategies provide an interpretation of proofs in this calculus.

A number of topics for further research arise from our game based take on Gödel logic. While it has already been shown in \[[@CR10]\] that a similar approach relates Giles's game for Łukasiewicz logic to a corresponding hypersequent calculus, it remains open whether and how this method can be extended to yet further fuzzy logics. Even for Gödel logic itself, one may ask whether not only sequents-of-relations but also the arguably better known hypersequent calculus $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {HLC}$$\end{document}$ can straightforwardly be extended to include quantifier rules. Due to its attractiveness for certain applications, an extension of Gödel logic featuring an involutative negation, in addition to standard Gödel-negation, has received some attention \[[@CR8]\]. In future work we plan to extend our truth degree comparison games to include also this type of negation. Finally, we like to point out that a game based approach to fuzzy logics may open the route to more sophisticated models of reasoning under vagueness than can be achieved by sticking with truth functional logics. It is natural to ask what happens if the players of a game have only imperfect information about their opponent's moves. For classical logic this leads to Independence Friendly ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An order of *n* values in \[0, 1\] is given here by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This convention will be followed often throughout the article.

This notion is similar to the general definition of a power in game theory, cf. \[[@CR19]\].
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